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ISL’s Technological Innovations
and Expertise for MGCS
EFFECTS
• Disruptive projectile launch technologies
to increase muzzle velocity and reduce
dispersion
• Breakthrough initiation and terminal
effects of projectiles through energetic
nanomaterials

From long-range detection/identification of incoming threats, to protection
of the personnel and on-board high-end equipment, to their destructive
power, Main Battle Tanks (MBTs) and their surrogates concentrate many of
the challenges that ISL technologies may tackle.

The French German MGCS Project
German Leopard-2 and French Leclerc MBTs were designed and developed
in the 1970s and 80s and have been significantly upgraded since then. In
2012, France and Germany decided to launch a joint initiative that may lead
to a joint program for designing and developing a new Main Ground Combat System (MGCS) in order to replace their Leclerc and Leopard-2 tanks by
2035. The MGCS is a long-term project comprising five steps: requirements
analysis, concepts study, technology development and demonstration, system development and, finally, system production. The first two steps have
been completed so far, the ISL being particularly active on the second one.

MGCS System Architecture
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MGCS is first and foremost a team of vehicles. This team may involve
manned and unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) as well as unmanned air
vehicles (UAVs). The ground vehicles may be heavy, medium or light platforms with various weapon systems. The word “team” is of prime importance here: compared to a single-platform MBT, the coordination of multiple
platforms and weapons can significantly increase the overall system effectiveness, while enhancing personnel protection, a crux for many decisionmakers, not least because Western societies resilience to casualties in their
own armed forces decline. Thus, the MGCS will provide increased collaborative combat capability that will require a drastic update of current operations concepts.



• Novel concepts for guided ammunition:
miniaturized antennas for communication systems, low-cost navigation units,
aerodynamic or pyrotechnical actuators
• High Energy Laser sources
SURVIVABILITY
• Solutions for passive and reactive armor
against shaped charge jets, long-rod
penetrators and improvised explosive
devices (IEDs)
• Protection of optics and crew against
laser threat: optical limitation
• Unique laser sources for DIRCM (Directional Infrared Counter Measures)
• Detection and identification of threats:
acoustic sensors, active imaging, nonline-of-sight observation
C3I NETWORKING/TEAMWORKING
• Image-based navigation for autonomous
vehicles
• Enhanced communication intelligibility
LIFE-CYCLE COST EFFECTIVENESS
• Enhanced survivability
• Cost-effective surveillance sensors
• Reduced logistics footprint through
more precise weapons
• Low-cost technological building blocks
for guided ammunitions
• Ageing of protective materials
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